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Abstract
The “significant rise in congestion on traffic lanes is one of the most significant challenges that slows the
growth of a metropolitan metropolis. The reason for this is that there are a growing number of cars on the
roadways, which is causing significant delays at junctions where traffic is concentrated. Throughout the
years, a variety of strategies and approaches have been developed to find a solution to this issue and to make
the systems that manage traffic more dynamic. Static traffic control systems relied on predetermined timings
that were assigned to each traffic lane and could not be modified in any way. These timings were used to
govern the flow of traffic. In addition, there was not a system for the counting and detection of vehicle with
different categories, nor was there a facility for the identification of emergency vehicles while they were
moving through traffic. In this research article, we will review different machine learning and deep learning
models  for  the  detection  of  vehicles.  We  will  assess  the  viability  of  these  models  in  terms  of  cost,
dependability, accuracy, and efficiency, and we will also add some new features to improve the overall
performance of the current detection” system.

Keywords: Multi-categories Vehicle, Traffic Management, Transfer Learning, You Only Look Once
(YOLO), Convolutional Neural Network

1. Introduction
Having  “a reliable public transportation system is crucial to the growth of every major city. Fig. 1 is a
simplified schematic depicting the layout of a typical traffic light junction. Congestion, however, is a serious
issue as well. Multiple factors have contributed to the recent spike in traffic. The growing number of cars on
the road is a major contributor to the problem, as is the expanding human population. Ineffective capacity
management, inadequate infrastructure, bad road conditions, etc. are other contributing factors to traffic”
jams.

It “takes an increasing amount of time for people to wait at traffic lights. Traffic signals are often monitored
by humans or mechanical timers. Having a traffic officer manually direct traffic is a waste of manpower.
However, manual timers are distributed according to typical wait times. For example, a set timeframe of 30
seconds will be allocated regardless of whether the traffic density is low or high. This causes commuters to
lose a lot of time and money on wasted travel. An rise in collisions is a direct result of drivers' growing
impatience at the” lights.

What  “a typical traffic management system in a big city looks like. After looking at the current methods
available, researchers have concluded that wireless traffic control systems, which include object detection
algorithms and adaptive  traffic  signals,  are  on the  rise  because  of  their  ability  to  alleviate  congestion,
shorten average wait times, and give priority to emergency” vehicles.
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Fig. 1. 4-way Traffic Lights

While  “improvements have been made in road travel, several issues remain unaddressed. In the case of
zebra crossings, no mechanism exists for detecting and counting pedestrians. In addition, there is no solution
proposed for identifying and tallying the number of people and cars who cross paths. Vehicle identification
and counting in varying environmental circumstances is likewise a significant” undertaking.

2. Related Works
In [1] “created a video-based traffic volume count and junction turning pattern system. This framework uses
a CNN model and object tracking algorithm to recognise and track cars in the camera's pixel view. Traffic
counts and turn calculations are possible after projecting vehicle spatial-temporal data onto an orthogonal
real-scale map. Traffic volume counting approaches have 96.91 percent accuracy. Finally, the lack of study
into weather conditions like rain may affect automotive aesthetics. Zebra crossings cannot count or identify”
pedestrians.

In [2] “developed an efficient, real-time, density-based traffic light management system. This research uses
an artificial neural network (ANN) model and image processing to predict outcomes using real-time data.
Principal component analysis trained a neural network model by picking the best features and minimising
their dimensionality. Finally, this study's limitation is weather consideration. Rain and fog may degrade
images. To assess its efficacy in a multi-intersection model, the Neural Network (NN) technique may be
expanded to a multi-agent” network.

In [3] “propose a deep reinforcement learning model to regulate traffic signal cycles to reduce vehicle wait
times and fuel  waste.  Sensor networks show junction traffic  data as state-level  grids of  small  squares.
Markov decision mapping maps traffic signal duration changes afterwards. A convolutional neural network
maps rewards to these states afterwards (CNN). To widen the technique's behaviour, the Double Q-Network
(DQN), target network, and prioritised experience replay form a dualling network. SUMO, a traffic light
cycle management simulator, tests the model. This strategy may be used to complex road junctions with
heavy” traffic.

In [4] “tested YOLOv5 model. They used the YOLOv5 model on their dataset for Traffic Sign Identification
(TSR),  a  deep  learning  visual  object  identification  task.  YOLOv5  outperforms  Single  Shot  multibox
Detector (SSD) in identifying speed. This project used the NZ-TSR YOLOv5. Input, backbone, neck, and
prediction layers comprise the model. They investigated 2,182 traffic sign pictures from a custom dataset
with 8 classes. Google Colab's tremendous computing capacity enabled the experiment. YOLOv5 has a
97.70% accuracy advantage over SSD. The technique might incorporate all traffic sign categories in the
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datasets. The authors will also develop Mask R-CNN, CapsNet, and Siamese neural network visual object
detection” models.

Using “YOLO and SORT object detection,in [5] created a system to avoid congested roads. The proposed
model would recognise and track automobiles on the video stream and count them as they cross a line to
provide  a  real-time  street  view.  After  monitoring  automobiles  on  a  video  stream,  the  recommended
approach counts how many cross a line. They used YOLO and SORT for frame-by-frame object recognition
and tracking. The model recognises current traffic patterns. The proposed system develops a self-adaptive
traffic control algorithm. The adaptive traffic system will include pedestrian input to reduce wait times.
Another option is to add sensors to the controller to improve system resilience and” flexibility.

In [6]  “suggested the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) for real-time road infrastructure study and
better  traffic  management.  They  predicted  traffic  conditions  using  traffic  forecasting.  Vehicles  were
detected using a road traffic forecast public dataset. They employed 5 regression models: Random Forest,
Stochastic gradient descendant, Multilayer perceptron, Gradient boosting, and Linear. Multilayer perceptron
regressors train faster (18 sec). This strategy will expand machine” learning and deep learning.

In [7] “introduced a Reinforcement Learning-based cyclic phase model for traffic management. The model
will address real-world restrictions. Biased Pressure Coordination was developed by the authors (BP). This
strategy considers phase pressure and approaching or waiting cars. The suggested technique outperforms
cycle-based methods on synthetic and real-world data. This method will test its validity using genuine traffic
signals in the future. Examine the reality gap between actual and” simulated limitations.

In [8] “developed and constructed an ATM based on IOT and ML. Infrastructure, cars, and events are its
key  elements.  The  proposed  approach  detects  anomalies  using  DBSCAN  clustering.  Traffic  and
neighbouring crossing movements update the ATM model.  The recommended model  was implemented
using MATLAB. Several linked autonomous vehicle (LAV) traffic scenarios were created to test the ATM
model. The proposed system will include security and energy-saving features. Real-time traffic flow data
might verify the model instead of” simulator data.

In [9]  “proposed a hierarchical decision-making system for traffic signal phases. Parameterized Deep Q-
Networks were designed for this (P-DQN). Their hybrid Deep Reinforcement Learning system can make
discrete and continuous decisions. The proposed design reduces wait time by 22.2% and vehicle travel time
by 5.78%. DRL designs include Deep Q-Networks (DQN), Dueling-DQN, and Double-DQN. The approach
might control phase selection and length. This system will cover several junctions centrally and decentrally.
Their future models would also incorporate real-time crossing” data.

In [10] “developed a WSN and visual analytics framework traffic control system. They examined average
network performance, energy usage, and latency. Assessing the proposed system uses network lifetime,
energy usage, access ratio, delivery ratio, and communication cost. The study's technique is inexpensive,
unstable,  and  easy  to  implement.  Future  research  should  include  wait  length,  occupancy,  and  traffic
categorization. Double parking and roadside traffic are also” difficulties.

In [11] “propose image processing to measure traffic lane density. Image processing will give the lane with
the most traffic a green light and the most time. The strategy uses four gathered and four reference images
of four lanes. Reference pictures are unoccupied roads, while road photos are obtained. Edge detection and
picture  enhancement  follow RGB-to-grayscale  conversion.  Traffic  density  and picture  matching follow
comparison. Timer assignment follows traffic density calculation. Traffic crossings with more than four
lanes may use the proposed” technology.

In [12] “offer a computer vision-based traffic light controller concept. Live photos will be used to calculate
traffic density and determine green signal timing. They employed YOLO for vehicle detection. The signal
switching method refreshes the green and red signal  timers  using density.  One CNN predicts  multiple
bounding boxes and class probabilities using YOLO. Vehicle detecting module testing yielded 75–80%
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accuracy. The idea might be developed to identify traffic violators, detect accidents, adjust to emergency
vehicles, and synchronise traffic signals at numerous” crossings.

In [13]  “propose an image processing-based adaptive traffic signal control system that monitors highway
density. Comparative edge detectors included Canny, Sobel, Log, and Roberts. Four-lane images are taken
using high-quality 1080px cameras. MATLAB then processes these images. After converting RGB photos
to  grayscale,  a  dilation procedure  will  fill  discontinuous edge parts.  Finally,  reference and test  picture
characteristics will be compared and the percentage of image matching computed. This effort will employ
edge detectors other than Canny. This method might also be used on a four-lane traffic” intersection.

In  [14]  “propose  a  study  to  assess  Computational  Intelligence  (CI)-based  simulation  approaches  for
enhancing Traffic Signal Timing (TST) and Traffic Signal Control (TSC) systems and give insights and
suggestions for future research. This investigation will count and identify pedestrians. Driver behaviour
impacts on the model should also be” examined.

In [15] “presented a wirelessly controlled traffic control system (TCS). Wireless traffic signals are easier to
install. Wireless, this technology might be used at any junction. This system will incorporate lanes-flow
sensors in the future. Another possibility is to create a green wave coordination system that adapts to traffic
signal” cycles.

3. Proposed Workflow
The “technique is sketched out below as a visual flowchart for ease of understanding. It's safe to say that
this setup will be more effective for studies in the future. The diagram's primary focus is on two detection
processes: pedestrian detection and vehicle detection. There's an additional” category inside vehicles, too.

Fig. 2. Workflow of the proposed framework

The interim framework's  “process is shown in Fig. 2.India is one of the countries where more advanced
methods  of  traffic  monitoring  and  regulation  have  been  considered  for  some  time.  Congestion  is  an
unavoidable  byproduct of  urban  intersections  when  traffic  management  is  inadequately  efficient  and
flexible.  By  modifying  a  pre-trained  item identification  model  using  a  transfer  learning  approach,  we
provide  a  framework for  effectively  dealing with  this  influx of  data.  As input,  the  framework takes  a
monitoring video and dissects it frame by frame. During the preliminary processing of these images, all
identifying characteristics, such as faces and licence plates, are eliminated. The next stage is to feed each
video frame into a convolutional neural network (CNN) model for vehicle recognition; one such model is
YOLOv5 (you-only-look-once  version  5).  The  YOLO convolutional  neural  network  (CNN) model  can
extract bounding boxes that completely encompass the objects in a digital” image.

Table 1.  YOLO Version Comparison

Layers YOLOv3 YOLOv4 YOLOv5

Neural Network Type FCNN FCNN FCNN

Backbone Darknet53 CSPDarknet53
(CSPNet l/' Darknet)

CSPDarkent53 Focus 
structure

Neck FPN (Feature 
Pyramid Network)

$p (Spatial Pyramid 
Pooling) and PANet (Path 
Aggregation Network)

PANet

Head B x (5 + C) output 
layer B, No, of 
bounding boxes C: 
Class score

Same as YOIO v3 Same as Yolo v3
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Loss Function Binary Cross 
Entropy

Binary Cross Entropy Binary Cross Entropy 
and Logit Loss Function

The “newest version of YOLO, v7, introduces many architectural changes that boost its speed and precision.
As with Scaled YOLOv4, YOLOv7 does not use ImageNet pre-trained backbones in its neural networks.
Instead, just the COCO dataset is used to train the models. You may anticipate a resemblance between
YOLOv7 and Scaled YOLOv4, an expansion of YOLOv4, as they are created by the same people. Some of
the most notable changes in YOLOv7 are listed here. We'll examine each one” separately.

 Modernization of Buildings
Model Scaling for Concatenation-based E-ELAN (Extended Efficient Layer Aggregation Network).

 Educatable BoF (Bag of Freebies)
Convolution with new parameters is in the works. Auxiliary Coarse, Lead Loss Fine.

In the  “YOLOv7 backbone, the computing block known as the E-ELAN may be found. It does this by
drawing on earlier  research that  was done on the effectiveness of networks.  The following parameters,
which have an influence on speed and accuracy, were taken into consideration while designing” it.
 Memory access cost
 I/O channel ratio
 Element wise operation
 Activations
 Gradient path

In  “simple terms, E-ELAN architecture enables the framework to learn better. It is based on the ELAN
computational” block.

After  “the  images are processed, the subjects will be sorted into human and vehicle categories. Once the
items have been sorted, the detection for the ones that overlap will be improved. The shapes of things that
collide with one another have their contours overlap. Refining the objects' outlines and treating them as
separate entities is important for accurate detection. The items will have their contours refined, and then
they will be tallied so that a density map may be created from the data. When you look at a density map, you
can see just how many and how loudly a lot of cars are driving along a certain stretch of road. The traffic
management decisions will be based on the number of vehicles in each lane. This means that the busiest
lane will get the longest allotted” time.

The  “last step involves contrasting the provisional model with others using measures including accuracy,
sensitivity, and specificity. Model training for the proposed framework will be place on Google Collab,
which offers excellent mid- to high-range GPU performance. The project will be developed on the Spyder
Anaconda distribution, since it provides quick access to hundreds of Python programmes and a thriving
online community.  TensorFlow, Keras,  OpenCV, Scikit-learn,  Matplotlib,  and NumPy are  some of  the
useful python libraries that may be used throughout the coding process. The traffic management system may
benefit from the proposed framework's ability to adjust to real-world” data.

Pseudo Code
Initialize CCTV.
Initialize CAM;
for 

Yolo Detector Is Initialized
Tracker Window Annotation
If

Total Vehicle > V
Then
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Max V then on green light
 Verify 
 Max V then on yellow light
 Else

Min V then on red light
End

End

4. Results Analysis
The “dataset is taken from Dhaka AI Traffic Challenge Weights – Yolov7. The considered vehicle classes
are: ambulance, auto-rickshaw, bicycle, bus, car, garbage van, human hauler, minibus, minivan, motorbike,
Pickup,  army  vehicle,  police  car,  rickshaw,  scooter,  Suv,  taxi,  three-wheelers  (CNG),  truck,  van, ”
wheelbarrow.

Fig. 3. Dataset Frames

Fig. 4. Vehicle Annotation

Fig. 5. Multi-Categorical Detection
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Conclusion
The “development of a traffic signal management system that is flexible, real-time, and density-based is the
primary objective of this line of study. This has given us a basic concept for designing a system that can
manage the flow of traffic at crossings. A tracking algorithm and an object identification model, which we
will refer to as YOLOv7, will be used in order to monitor things like autos and people that appear in video
frames. The suggested framework will be more practical, adaptive, and cost-effective than the traditional
methods of traffic monitoring, which rely on GPS data, in-situ human observation, and traffic sensors. In
addition, the proposed framework will be more practicable. To be more specific, it might be hypothesised
that the system under consideration would identify and count the movement of automobiles and other items
on the traffic lanes in an effective manner. Detecting and counting items that intersect with one another
would also be conceivable. In the long run, the provisional framework will be useful in lowering the amount
of time spent waiting and increasing the amount of time spent travelling by” cars.
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